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Jeanette Willets Manuscript Poems

Inventory

1) letter to Dr. Fielding Russell, GSU, from Tom Stroup, University of Kentucky [8-29-74]

2) "Sonnet upon Completing a Term Paper on the Subject of Sleep as Treated in the Poetical Works of Edmund Spenser" [3/37]


4) "I Give You Poetry"

5) "The Need"


7) "Lessons from Faust"

8) "The Morrow Comes"

9) "Sentinels"

10) "Sinner"

11) "We Mortals Be"

12) "Of Things Unknown"

13) "Nocturne" [8/8-11/39]

14) "Necessity for Death"

15) "Deceiver"

16) "Sounds in the Middle Way"
17) "Pacifist at War"

18) "Exercises in Simplicity"

19) "Houses"

20) "I Have No Tears"

21) "Work"

22) "Consolation to the Weary," "Gentleman," "Voices"

23) "Message," "Under the Influence," "Debit Page," "Wish in Summer"

24) "The Father"

25) "It Follows"